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Thresholds and initial growth rates in a model of parasitic
infection
Abstract
We investigate the initial behavior of a deterministic model of parasitic infection, appropriate to
transmission between homogeneously mixing hosts, where the amount of infection which is transferred
from one host to another at a single contact depends on the number of parasites in the infecting host. In
this model, $R_0$ can be defined to be the lifetime expected number of offspring of an adult parasite
under ideal conditions, but it does not necessarily contain the information needed to separate growth
from extinction of infection; nor need the growth rates of parasite numbers and numbers of infected
hosts be the same. Similar phenomena are observed if real time is replaced by generation number, and
the overlap of generations as time passes need not correspond to that found, for instance, in the
supercritical linear birth and death process. The proofs involve martingale methods, applied to a Markov
chain associated with the deterministic differential equation system.
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THRESHOLDS AND INITIAL GROWTH RATES IN A
MODEL OF PARASITIC INFECTION
BY A. D. BARBOUR, J. A. P. HEESTERBEEK AND C. J. LUCHSINGER
Universitat Zurich, GLW]DLO Wageningen and Universitat Zurich¨ ¨ ¨ ¨
We investigate the initial behavior of a deterministic model of para-
sitic infection, appropriate to transmission between homogeneously mix-
ing hosts, where the amount of infection which is transferred from one
host to another at a single contact depends on the number of parasites in
the infecting host. In this model, R can be defined to be the lifetime0
expected number of offspring of an adult parasite under ideal conditions,
but it does not necessarily contain the information needed to separate
growth from extinction of infection; nor need the growth rates of parasite
numbers and numbers of infected hosts be the same. Similar phenomena
are observed if real time is replaced by generation number, and the
overlap of generations as time passes need not correspond to that found,
for instance, in the supercritical linear birth and death process. The proofs
involve martingale methods, applied to a Markov chain associated with
the deterministic differential equation system.
1. Introduction. In many infections, the main mechanism of increase in
the population of the causal agent in a host is replication within the host.
Thus, for these infections, the infectivity of a currently infected host is largely
independent of any new influx of parasites from outside. Examples of such
infections are those caused by many viral, bacterial and protozoan agents.
For this type of parasitic infection, there has long been an established theory
to characterize invasion thresholds and growth rates; see Heesterbeek and
Ž .Dietz 1996 for a recent review.
There is, however, a large class of infections in which multiplication of the
causal agent within the host plays only a minor role, or indeed does not occur
at all. For these diseases, the development of host infectivity is determined
almost exclusively by repeated reinfection of the infected host. Examples are
infections caused by helminths and other parasitic worms. Unfortunately, the
characterization of growth rates and invasion thresholds for this class of
infections is still an open problem.
Up to now, general definitions of threshold quantities have been borrowed
from elsewhere. Typically, the threshold has been defined in terms of the
mean number of adult female worms that are produced by one adult female
worm during her entire life, in the absence of density-dependent constraints
w Ž .xsee, e.g., Anderson and May 1991 , which should be greater than 1 for
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infection to become established. There are a number of problems with this
wdefinition. One has been pointed out by MacDonald and Nasell see Heester-˚
Ž .xbeek and Dietz 1996 : in the invasion limit, where the number of parasites
converges to 0 in backward time, it can no longer be guaranteed that two
parasites are present in the initial infected hosts, posing a conceptual prob-
lem for parasites with sexual reproduction in the definitive host.
There is a further problem with this definition. It makes no provision for
the distribution among the available hosts of the new adult worms produced
by a female. It could be the case that they all end up in just a few hosts, so
that, even if the number of parasites increased, the number of newly infected
hosts might grow much more slowly, or even not at all. In this paper, we give
an example which shows that this situation can easily occur in models of
parasitic infections, even when hosts mix homogeneously. The implication is
that one cannot hope to arrive at a general characterization of invasion
thresholds and growth rates for parasitic infections, either by looking only at
infected hosts generating new infected hosts or by looking only at parasites
generating new parasites.
Our example is of a parasitic infection in which it is possible for R ,0
defined in the ‘‘usual’’ way as above, to exceed 1, and yet for the infection to
Ž .be certain to die out. This was first shown in Barbour 1994 in a stochastic
formulation of the model. Here we pursue the causes and consequences of the
phenomenon, trying to elucidate why the behavior of this class of models runs
counter to existing beliefs. We now work in terms of a deterministic version of
the model, which has the advantage of showing that the unusual behavior is
not just a product of a stochastic approach.
2. The model and its behavior. The model that we investigate was
Ž .proposed by Barbour and Kafetzaki 1993 to describe the transmission of
certain parasitic diseases. In the model, the infectivity of a definitive host is
assumed to depend on his parasite burden, in such a way that his rate l of
making potentially infectious contacts always remains the same, but, at any
given contact with an uninfected host, each of his parasites passes on a
random number of ‘‘offspring’’ to the new host, drawn independently from a
fixed distribution with mean u and finite variance s 2. This particular form of
contact process serves as a simple model for parasites which are released in
localized groups into the environment, and may then be ingested together
into a new host. It was originally incorporated into a transmission model for
schistosomiasis, where the real infection process, although somewhat of this
general form, is more indirect, involving an aquatic snail as intermediate
host. The model was nonetheless successful in generating at equilibrium the
highly overdispersed distributions of parasites among definitive hosts which
are characteristic of this disease. However, its threshold behavior was found
w Ž .xto be somewhat unusual Barbour 1994 . Here, we consider the initial
behavior of the model in more detail, with main emphasis on the rate of
growth.
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Since the initial development is our object of interest, we study the Whittle
Ž .Markov branching process approximation to the initial stages of such an
infection process. Apart from the infection mechanism described above, all
that we need assume is that parasites have independent negative exponen-
tially distributed lifetimes with mean 1rm and that the process is time
homogeneous. For each j G 1, we let X g Z denote the number of definitivej q
hosts with j parasites, so that there are infinitely many ‘‘types’’ of hosts, one
for each possible parasite burden: this specification is used to accommodate
the different infectivity of hosts with different parasite burdens. The model is
Ž .then specified by the Markovian transitions
X ª X y 1, X ª X q 1 at rate jm X , jG2, 4j j jy1 jy1 j
 4X ª X y 1 at rate m X ,1 1 12.1Ž .
 4X ª X q 1 at rate l X p , k G 1.Ýk k j jk
jG1
Here,
j
p s P Z s k ,Ýjk l
ls1
Ž . wand the Z , l G 1 are independent and identically distributed, with P Z sl 1
xk s p , so that1k
22u s kp and s s k y u p - `;Ž .Ý Ý1k 1k
kG1 kG0
the common distribution of the Z is that of the number of ‘‘offspring’’ of al
parasite at a single infectious contact. The first two transitons correspond to
deaths of parasites, the third to infections: note that the latter is in a form
consistent with the infected hosts making contacts independently of one
Ž Ž . . Ž .another. The initial values X 0 , j G 1 are taken to be such that X 0 s 0j j
for all but finitely many j, so that the initial number of infectives is finite,
and this in turn implies that
2.2 X t - ` and sup E X s - ` for all t G 0.Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ýj j
0FsFtjG1 jG1
In the usual time-homogeneous models of epidemics in populations of
independently mixing individuals, the epidemic threshold theorem takes the
Žform that a ‘‘large’’ outbreak is impossible if R - 1 and possible certain in0
.deterministic formulations if R ) 1, where R is the basic reproduction0 0
number. Note that R can typically be interpreted as the dominant eigen-0
value of the mean matrix in the multitype Galton]Watson process, with the
time step being one ‘‘generation’’ of infection in the original epidemic model,
and the threshold theorem in these terms becomes the criticality theorem for
w Ž . xbranching processes Athreya and Ney 1972 , Theorem 2, page 186 . In our
model, whatever the initial parasite burden of a newly infected host, each of
his parasites has an average of lurm offspring over its whole lifetime. This
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suggests the definition of R s lurm as the basic reproduction number for0
the parasite population. The definition is supported by looking at transmis-
sion from the host’s point of view; the N = N mean rates matrix associated
Ž .with the Markov branching process 2.1 has a positive right eigenvector with
Ž .eigenvalue R . However, it is shown in Barbour 1994 , Theorem 2.1, that,0
with this definition, R s 1 is only critical if u F e, and that for u ) e the0
threshold occurs when le log urm s 1. In the remainder of this section, we
outline the behavior of the model in greater detail; the proofs are deferred to
the later section.
Ž .We concentrate on the deterministic analog of 2.1 , partly for simplicity,
and partly to emphasize that the phenomena we describe do not arise purely
because of a ‘‘stochastic’’ formulation of the model. The deterministic version
is given by the monotone system of linear differential equations
dx j
2.3 s j q 1 m x y jm x q l x p , j G 1.Ž . Ž . Ýjq1 j l l jdt lG1
Ž .where x t g R for each j and for all t G 0, and where the initial valuesj q
Ž Ž . . Ž .x 0 , j G 1 are such that Ý x 0 - `. That these equations are indeed aj jG1 j
Ž .deterministic analog of 2.1 is shown in the following theorems. In order to
Ž .state them, we need a deterministic condition reflecting 2.2 :
C sup x s - ` for all t G 0.Ž . Ž .Ý j
0FsFt jG1
Ž ŽM . .THEOREM 2.1. Let X , M G 1 be a sequence of Markov branching
Ž . ŽM .Ž .processes as specified in 2.1 , having initial values X 0 such that
ŽM .Ž . y1 ŽM .Ž . Ž0. Ž0.Ý X 0 - ` and such that M X 0 ª x , where 0 - Ý x - `.jG1 j jG1 j
y1 ŽM . `w xThen M X converges weakly in D 0, T for each T ) 0 to a nonrandom
Ž .process x, which evolves according to the differential equations 2.3 with
Ž . Ž0.initial state x 0 s x and which satisfies Condition C.
Ž .THEOREM 2.2. Let X be a Markov process with rates given in 2.1 and
Ž . Ž . Ž0. y1 Ž .with initial state X 0 satisfying Ý X 0 s M - `, and set x s M X 0 .jG1 j
Then j , defined by
y1 < Ž0.j t s M E X t X 0 s Mx ,Ž . Ž . Ž . 4j j
Ž . Ž . Ž0.satisfies the differential equations 2.3 with j 0 s x , as well as Condi-
tion C.
Ž . Ž .Thus the initial values x 0 in 2.3 can be taken to represent the initialj
proportions of the different types of infectives in a large mixing population, in
Ž . Ž .which case the initial condition Ý x 0 s 1 is appropriate. The x t thenjG1 j j
represent the numbers of the different types of infectives at time t, expressed
relative to the total number of initial infectives. Since the total number of
infectives can grow or decline with time, it is not reasonable to suppose that
Ž . Ž .Ý x t s 1 for all t. However, the fact that the solutions of 2.3 , which arejG1 j
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Ž .interesting as approximations to the behavior of 2.1 , satisfy Condition C is
Ž .reassuring, in view of 2.2 .
Ž .The differential equations 2.3 can be written in vector form x s xR, with˙
2.4 R s im d y d q l p , i , j G 1,Ž . Ž .i j iy1, j i j i j
Ž . `where d is the Kronecker delta. Since x t g R and all the off-diagonalk l q
elements of R are nonnegative, the notation is unambiguous. The matrix R
has a positive right eigenvector v with components v s j, j G 1, sincej
2.5 Rv s im i y 1 y i q l jp s yim q liu s lu y m v 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýi i j i
jG1
Ž .which apparently suggests that the solution of 2.3 grows if R ) 1, lu y0
m ) 0, and declines otherwise, but the fact that there are infinitely many
Ž .coordinates complicates matters. Nonetheless, it follows from 2.5 that the
matrix S defined by
j
2.6 S s R y lu y m d , i , j G 1,Ž . Ž .Ž .i j i j i ji
has nonnegative off-diagonal elements and satisfies
1
S s jR y lu y m s 0Ž .Ý Ýi j i jijG1 jG1
for all i G 1, and is thus a ‘‘Q-matrix’’ in the sense of Markov chain theory
w Ž .xChung 1967 . We write
S s yS s lu q m i y 1 y l p , i G 1.Ž .i i i i i
Ž . Ž . Ž0.Furthermore, if y t is a nonnegative solution of y s yS with y 0 s y ,˙
then setting
2.7 x t s jy1 y t eŽluym .t , t G 0, j G 1,Ž . Ž . Ž .j j
Ž . y1 Ž0.yields a nonnegative solution to x s xR with x 0 s j y , since˙ j j
x s jy1 y q lu y m y eŽluym .tŽ .˙ ˙Ž .j j j
y1 Žluym .ts j y S q lu y m y eŽ .Ý i i j j
iG1
s jy1 iy1 y jR eŽluym .t s x R .Ý Ýi i j i i j
iG1 iG1
Similarly, starting with a nonnegative solution of x s xR, one obtains a˙
Ž . Ž .solution of y s yS from 2.7 . Thus the solutions of 2.3 are simply related to˙
the solutions of y s yS, for a specific Q-matrix S. This enables one to prove˙
the following theorem.
Ž . Ž0. Ž0.THEOREM 2.3. The equations x s xR, x 0 s x , with x such that 0 -˙
Ý x Ž0. - `, have a unique nonnegative solution satisfying Condition C. ThejG1 j
solution is given by
y1 Ž0. Žluym .t2.8 x t s j lx P Y t s j e ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýj l lž /
lG1
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where Y is the unique pure jump Markov process with Q-matrix S and Pl
Ž .denotes probability conditional on Y 0 s l.
REMARK 2.4. With the more restrictive initial condition Ý jx Ž0. - `,jG1 j
corresponding to a finite initial number of parasites, rather than infectives,
the solution can be even more simply expressed as
y1 Ž0. Žluym .t Ž0.2.9 x t s j lx e P Y t s j ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýj lž /
lG1
where PŽ0. denotes probability conditional on the initial distribution
Ž0. Ž0. Ž0.P Y 0 s j s jx lxŽ . Ýj lž /
lG1
for Y. From now on, we shall always assume that Ý jx Ž0. - ` is satisfied.jG1 j
Ž .For x given by 2.9 , we always have
2.10 jx t s lx Ž0. eŽluym .t ,Ž . Ž .Ý Ýj lž /
jG1 lG1
growing with t if and only if R ) 1. Thus R is appropriate for characteriz-0 0
Ž .ing the asymptotic behavior of Ý jx t . However, for a ‘‘large outbreak’’ injG1 j
Ž .the epidemiological sense, it is the behavior of Ý x t that is relevant, andjG1 j
this may be rather different. In fact, if Y is irreducible and positive recur-
w Ž . xrent, there is a probability distribution p on N such that P Y t s j ª p asj
t ª `, irrespective of the value of x Ž0., and hence
x t ; jy1p lx Ž0. eŽluym .tŽ .Ý Ý Ýj j lž /ž /
jG1 jG1 lG1
has its growth or decay characterized by R . However, if Y is null recurrent0
or transient,
y12.11 lim j P Y t s j s 0,Ž . Ž .Ý
tª` jG1
and the ‘‘natural’’ asymptotic order eŽluym .t always overestimates that of
Ž .Ý x t . Thus the recurrence classification of Y is a first important step injG1 j
Ž .understanding how Ý x t behaves. This is the substance of the nextjG1 j
result.
THEOREM 2.5. The Markov process Y is irreducible if p q p - 1. As-11 10
suming this, Y is positive recurrent if R log u - 1, null recurrent if R log u s 10 0
and transient if R log u ) 1. If p q p s 1, Y is eventually absorbed in0 11 10
state 1.
As a consequence of Theorem 2.5, if p q p - 1,11 10
x t ; jy1p lx Ž0. eŽluym .tŽ . Ýj j lž /
lG1
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exactly when R log u - 1. Under these circumstances, growth or decay is0
Ždetermined by whether R ) 1 or R - 1 holds with R s 1 implying0 0 0
. Ž .asymptotic stability , the exponential rate is exactly lu y m and, whether
growing or declining, the proportions of hosts with j parasites, j G 1, con-
verges as t ª `:
2.12 lim eyŽ luym .t x t s jy1p lx Ž0.Ž . Ž . Ýj j lž /tª` lG1
and
2.13 lim x t x t s jy1p ly1p .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ýj l j l½ 5 ž /tª` lG1 lG1
Ž . Ž .In particular, if u F 1,the behavior is as in 2.12 and 2.13 , whatever the
values of l and m. This includes the case p q p s 1, for which one takes11 10
p s 1 and p s 0 otherwise.1 j
If 1 - u - e, then R F 1 entails R log u - 1, so that, for fixed u in this0 0
Ž . Ž .range, 2.12 and 2.13 are true for all choices of l and m such that R F 1,0
that is, such that lrm F 1ru , and indeed for all values of lrm up to, but not
 4including, 1r u log u . Since increasing l while leaving u and m unchanged
Ž .increases x t for all t, it follows that R s 1 is the critical value separating0
growth from decay for u in the range 1 - u - e also. However, if lrm G
 4 Ž .1r u log u , 2.12 no longer holds, and all that can immediately be guaran-
teed is an exponential growth rate of at least
m
1 y log u y « - lu y mŽ .
log u
for any « ) 0. More precise statements about the behavior when 1 - u - e,
and even the most elementary properties when u ) e, require a more detailed
analysis of the process Y. Our main result in this direction is the following.
Ž . Ž . Ž0.THEOREM 2.6. The solution 2.10 to the equations x s xR, x 0 s x , for˙
initial conditions satisfying Ý jx Ž0. - `, is such that the limitjG1 j
lim ty1 log x t [ c l, m , uŽ . Ž .Ý j
tª` jG1
exists and is given by
lu y m , if R log u F 1,¡ 0
lu~ 1 q log R log u y m , if 1 - R log u F u ,Ž .Ž .c l, m , u sŽ . 0 0R log u0¢l, if R log u ) u .0
REMARK 2.7. In particular, c - 0 if u F e and R - 1, or if u ) e and0
Ž .R - ur e log u , these being the same threshold conditions as for the0
Ž .stochastic model 2.1 . In addition, Theorem 2.6 also gives an exact exponen-
tial rate of growth or decay. Note, however, that the conclusion of Theo-
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Ž .rem 2.6 is not quite strong enough to justify a result analogous to 2.12 ,
nor would it, in general, be correct: for u - e and R log u s 1, we have0
Ž .c l, m, u s lu y m, but, from Theorem 2.5,
yŽ luym .t y1 Ž0. Ž0.e x t s j lx P Y t s j ª 0.Ž . Ž .Ýj ž /l
lG1
Ž .The form of the exponential rate c l, m, u depends on the properties of the
auxiliary Markov process Y, which emerged purely as an analytical aid in
Ž .2.6 . It also has a biological interpretation. Suppose, in an infinite population
Ž .setting, that q s q t denotes the proportion of parasites at time t whichi i
are living in hosts who have exactly i parasites; thus q s ix rÝ jx . Usingi i jG1 j
Ž . Ž .2.3 and 2.10 , it follows that
y12.14 q s imq y i y 1 m q lu q q l q l ip ,Ž . Ž .˙ Ýi iq1 i l l i
lG1
Ž .so that the q t solve the Kolmogorov forward differential equations for thei
Ž . w Ž . x w Ž . xMarkov process Y; q t s P Y t s i , with P Y 0 s i assigned accordingi
Ž .to the initial constitution of the population. Thus the distribution of Y t is
that of the number of parasites in a host which is selected at time t by
choosing a parasite uniformly at random and then fixing on its host.
Ž .Our discussion so far has been in terms of the evolution of the model 2.1
in real time. However, the basic reproduction number is usually defined by
considering the reproductive success of an individual in terms of its offspring
in the next generation; see, for example, Diekmann, Heesterbeek and Metz
Ž .1990 . What does the infection process look like, if it is described in terms of
its evolution in time measured by generations of infected hosts?
As before, it is important to distinguish hosts according to their infective
potential. Here, a type i host denotes a host who was initially infected by i
parasites. The expected number T of type j ‘‘offspring’’ in the next genera-i j
tion of infection arising from a single type i host is then given by
i`
T s l P t p dt ,Ž .ÝHi j i l l j
0 ls1
Ž .where P t is the probability that, at time t after its infection, a type ii l
Ž . w Ž ym t . xhost has exactly l surviving parasites: P t s P Bi i, e s l . Sincei l
` Ž .H P t dt s 1rlm, the expected length of time for which exactly l parasites0 i l
are alive in the host, we thus find that
il
y12.15 T s l p .Ž . Ýi j l jm ls1
Note that Ý jT s ilurm s R i; on average, parasite numbers are multi-jG1 i j 0
plied by R in each generation.0
The expected evolution, now with generation as the time parameter, is
described by the discrete difference equations
2.16 x Žn. s x Žny1.T ,Ž .
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where x Žn. denotes the expected numbers of hosts of the different types in
Ž .generation n. The operator T or more precisely its adjoint corresponds to
the next-generation operator as introduced by Diekmann, Heesterbeek and
Ž . Ž .Metz 1990 . These equations are analogous to 2.3 , with T y I correspond-
ing to R, and have solution x Žn. s x Ž0.T n. To find its behavior, note that the
matrix L defined by
ij 1
y12.17 L s T s l jpŽ . Ýi j i j l jiR iu0 ls1
Ž .is stochastic L y I corresponds to S , and that
2.18 T n s RniLn rj.Ž . i j 0 i j
Hence the development of x Žn. depends on the properties of the Markov chain
Yˆ with transition matrix L. In contrast to the evolution in real time, the
matrix L does not involve l or m, so that critical values for determining the
form of the growth exponent of x Žn. have to be different from those in
Theorem 2.6. It turns out that the situation is rather simpler.
ˆTHEOREM 2.8. The Markov chain Y with transition matrix L defined in
Ž .2.17 is positive recurrent if u - e, null recurrent if u s e and transient if
u ) e. Furthermore, the limit
1rn
Žn.lim x s c R , uŽ .ˆÝ j 0½ 5
nª` jG1
exists, and is given by
R , if u F e,0c R , u sŽ .ˆ 0 ½ le log urm , if u ) e.
The contrast between Theorems 2.6 and 2.8 indicates that the way in
which generations of infection overlap in real time also changes in character,
depending on the parameter values. As an aid to understanding this, let
Ž .q s q t denote the proportion of parasites at time t which are living inik ik
hosts who have exactly i parasites and belong to the kth generation of
Ž .infection. Then the analog of 2.14 yields
y12.19 q s imq y i y 1 m q lu q q l q l ip .Ž . Ž .˙ Ýik iq1, k ik l , ky1 l i
lG1
Ž .Thus the q t solve the Kolmogorov forward equations for a two-dimen-ik
Ž .sional Markov process Y, Z with transitions
j, k ª j y 1, k at rate j y 1 m ,Ž . Ž . Ž .
j, k ª l , k q 1 at rate l jy1 lp ,Ž . Ž . jl
2.20Ž .
Ž Ž . Ž ..for j, l G 1, k G 0. Hence the distribution of Y t , Z t can be interpreted as
the status, in terms of number of parasites and generation, of a host selected
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at time t by choosing a parasite uniformly at random and then taking its
host. The first component is the same as the original auxiliary Markov
process Y. The second component Z is a Poisson process of rate lu , showing
that the proportion of parasites at time t which are living in generation k
ylu tŽ .k Ž .hosts is given by e lu t rk!. Hence also, using 2.10 , the proportion of
the parasites of generation k which are alive at time t is given by
ym tŽ .ke mt rk!. These are the same proportions as expected in a linear birth
and death process with per capita birth rate lu and death rate m, suggesting
that the overlap of generations in terms of parasite numbers remains entirely
normal. However, host type and generation are not independent of one
another; instead, we have the following result.
Ž .THEOREM 2.9. For the Markov process Y, Z with transitions given in
Ž .2.20 , we have
Y Ž t . ZŽ t . < lu tŽ zy1. YzŽ t . <E y z Y 0 s i , Z 0 s 0 s e E y Y 0 s i , 4Ž . Ž . Ž . 4z
where Y is the auxiliary Y-process obtained when l is replaced by lz. Inz
Ž .particular, because the distribution of Y is not the same as that of Y, Y tz
Ž .and Z t are not independent.
Despite Theorem 2.9, it still makes sense to ask whether the distributions
Ž . Ž .of Y t and Z t are in some sense asymptotically independent. If R log u - 1,0
Ž .the Y-process is positive recurrent, and so Y t has a limiting distribution p
ˆŽ . Ž .as t ª `. The distribution of Z t never converges, but that of Z t s
y1r2 Ž . 4 Ž .t Z t y lu t has limit N 0, lu . In the case when R log u - 1, it follows0
 y1r24from Theorem 2.9, by setting z s exp yst and letting t ª `, that the
ˆŽ Ž . Ž .. Ž .pair Y t , Z t has p = N 0, lu as limiting distribution, with independence
between the components.
Thus, sampling in real time, the distribution of host type settles asymptoti-
cally to a fixed distribution which is independent of generation number,
whenever R log u - 1. This remains true even when u ) e, although, under0
these circumstances, the number of hosts in generation n decreases like
 Ž . 4n nR e log u ru instead of like R , and so the average number of parasites0 0
Ž Ž ..nper host at infection in generation n grows like ure log u . That these
apparently different kinds of behavior can coexist seems surprising. However,
there are two factors which could help to account for it. First, even if the
average number of parasites per host tends to ` with generation number, it
need not be the case that the ‘‘typical’’ number of parasites per host, which is
described by a probability distribution, also tends to `}a proper probability
distribution can well have infinite mean. Second, a host with a large initial
parasite load spends a longer time infected than one with a small initial load,
but for most of this time the bulk of his initial parasites are already dead.
However, from an epidemiological point of view, this combination of parame-
ters is uninteresting, since then R - 1 also, and the infection dies out.0
The more interesting case is that in which R log u ) 1 and u - e. This0
implies geometric growth of host and parasite numbers like Rn in terms of0
generations, but a slower exponential rate of growth in real time for the
number of infected hosts than the rate eŽluym .t for the number of parasites.
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Thus, in real time, the average number of parasites per host tends to `
exponentially fast, although it remains steady when time is expressed in
terms of number generations. Once again, a proper distribution can have
infinite mean; also, it is now not obviously the case from Theorem 2.9 that
generation number and host type are asymptotically independent, so that the
way in which the generations overlap may be biased by parasite burden. In
both of these curious cases, the difficulties in interpreting the results arise
because the hosts are sampled according to a scheme weighted by parasite
number. Such a scheme has no meaning when the mean parasite burden is
infinite, as may asymptotically be the case.
3. Proofs.
PROOF OF THEOREM 2.3. The proof of Theorem 2.1 actually uses Theorem
2.3, which we therefore start by proving.
LEMMA 3.1. The matrix S is the Q-matrix corresponding to a regular
Ž . Ž Ž . .nonexplosive pure jump Markov process Y t , t G 0 .
PROOF. Since Y is positive integer valued, it can only make infinitely
many jumps if it makes infinitely many upward jumps. However, upward
jumps occur according to a Poisson process of rate lu , so that only finitely
many can occur in finite time, with probability 1. I
Ž Ž . .LEMMA 3.2. Let g j , j G 1 be a bounded nonnegative sequence. Then if,
for some c g R,
S g j F G cg i for all i G 1,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý i j
jG1
it follows that
eyc tE g Y t F G E g Y 0 for all t ) 0.Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
Ž .PROOF. Let the jump times of Y be denoted by t , n G 0 , with t s 0,n 0
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..and set M s exp yc t n t g Y t n t . Then, assuming the first directionn n n
in the inequalities, the sequence M is a supermartingale with respect to then
Ž Ž . .s-algebras F , where F s s Y u , 0 F u F s . To see this, take any n G 0,t sn
0 - s - t and i G 1, and compute
<E M F l t s s, Y t s i 4Ž .Ž .nq1 t n nn
s exp yS t y s g i eyc tŽ . Ž .Ž .i
t yc uq exp yS u y s S g j e duŽ . Ž .Ž . ÝH i i j
s j/i
F exp yS t y s g i eyc tŽ . Ž .Ž .i
tyc sq g i e c q S exp y c q S u y s duŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Hi i
s
s g i eyc s s M .Ž . n
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Hence, for all n G 0,
E exp yc t n t g Y t n t 4Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .n n
yc t w x w xs E e g Y t I t F t q E exp yct g Y t I t ) t 4Ž . Ž . Ž . 4Ž . Ž .n n n n
F E g Y 0 .Ž .Ž .
Letting n ª `, monotone convergence and Lemma 3.1 show that
yc t w x yc tE e g Y t I t F t ­ e E g Y t ,Ž . Ž . 4Ž . Ž .n
whereas
w x0 F E exp yct g Y t I t ) t 4Ž . Ž .Ž .n n n
w xF exp t max 0, yc sup g j P t ) t ª 0. 4Ž . Ž . n
j
The argument with the inequalities in the other direction is similar. I
Ž0. Ž . Ž0. Ž0.LEMMA 3.3. If Ý x - `, the equations x s xR, x 0 s x , with x G˙jG1 j
Ž .0 componentwise , have a nonnegative solution
y1 Ž0. Žluym .t3.1 x t s j lx P Y t s j e ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýj l lž /
lG1
which satisfies Condition C.
PROOF. Suppose first that x Ž0. s d for some k G 1, so that the corre-l lk
sponding yŽ0. is given by yŽ0. s kd . Then, from the standard Markov theory,l lk
y s yS has a solution given by˙
y t s kP Y t s j , j G 1,Ž . Ž .j k
and this solution is the minimal nonnegative solution with the given initial
Ž .condition. Hence, from 2.7 , x s xR has a solution˙
y1 Žluym .tx t s j kP Y t s j eŽ . Ž .j k
y1 Žluym .ts j l d P Y t s j e ,Ž .Ý lk lž /
lG1
Ž . Ž .in agreement with 3.1 . Linearity now implies that 3.1 is a solution for all
initial vectors x Ž0. which have only finitely many nonzero components.
To solve the differential equations x s xR for an arbitrary initial condition˙
Ž0. Ž0. Ž .x G 0 with Ý x - `, use 2.7 and instead solve the equations y s yS˙jG1 j
with an arbitrary initial condition yŽ0. G 0 satisfying Ý jy1 yŽ0. - `. ThejG1 j
differential equations y s yS can be rewritten in integral form as˙
t
3.2 y t s y 0 exp yS t q y u S exp yS t y u du.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .ÝHj j j i i j j
0 i/j
Thus, if yŽ0. G 0 is an arbitrary vector with Ý jy1 yŽ0. - ` and if yw M xjG1 j j
Ž0. w M xŽ .solves y s yS with initial condition y 1 , it is immediate that y t is˙ j jF M j
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increasing in M for each fixed j and t. Hence it follows from monotone
Ž . w M x Ž .convergence in 3.2 that y s lim y satisfies 3.2 with initial condi-M ª`
tion yŽ0., this y being explicitly given by
Ž0.y t s y P Y t s j .Ž . Ž .Ýj l l
lG1
Ž . Ž .Hence, from 2.7 , the solution x proposed in 3.1 indeed satisfies the
equations x s xR. That this solution is not infinite, and indeed satisfies˙
Ž . y1Condition C, follows by taking g j s j in Lemma 3.2, for which we have
y1 y1S g j s m y i m i y 1 q lu q i l p F cg iŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý Ýi j i j
jG1 jG1
Ž .for c s y lu y m q l. Thus
y1 y1 ctj P Y t s j F l e ,Ž .Ý l
jG1
Ž .from which it follows that, for x as in 3.1 ,
x t F lx Ž0.ly1elt - `. IŽ .Ý Ýj l
jG1 lG1
Ž .LEMMA 3.4. The solution given in 3.1 is the only nonnegative solution
which satisfies Condition C.
PROOF. The differential equations x s xR can be rewritten in integral˙
form as
t
x t s x 0 q j q 1 m x u y jm x uŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Hj j jq1 j½
0
ql x u p du, j G 1.Ž .Ý l l j 5
lG1
3.3Ž .
Ž .To simplify the algebra, we also introduce an x t , which does not influence0
Ž . Ž .the other x t in the system of differential equations. We let x t developj 0
according to the equation
t
3.4 x t s x 0 q m x u q l x u p du,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ÝH0 0 1 l l0½ 5
0 lG0
Ž .with x 0 s 0.0
We prove Lemma 3.4 by showing that each nonnegative solution of x s xR˙
which satisfies Condition C has the same Laplace transform, and then
applying the uniqueness theorem. To obtain the Laplace transform, we
Ž . w Ž . x yj smultiply the j equation in 3.3 or 3.4 if j s 0 by e , for any fixed s ) 0,
and add over j G 0, obtaining
­f s, uŽ .t sf s, t s f s, 0 q m 1 y e q lf ylog c s , u du,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H ½ 5­ s0
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Ž . Ž . yj s Ž . ys jwhere f s, t s Ý x t e and c s s Ý e p . Differentiating withjG 0 j jG 0 1 j
respect to t then leads to the partial differential equation
­f s, t ­f s, tŽ . Ž .
ss m 1 y e q lf ylog c s , t .Ž . Ž .Ž .
­ t ­ s
This can be integrated in s ) 0, t G 0, using the method of characteristics, in
the form
t
3.5 f s, t s f s v , v q lf ylog c s u , u duŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .Hs , t s , t
v
for any v, and, in particular, for v s 0, where
s u s ylog 1 y 1 y eys eym Ž tyu. . 4Ž . Ž .s , t
Now if j Ž1. and j Ž2. are two nonnegative solutions of x s xR which satisfy˙
Ž .Condition C, they give rise to functions f and f satisfying 3.5 . Under1 2
Ž .Condition C, it follows from 3.4 and Gronwall’s inequality that
M s max sup j Ž i. r - `Ž .Ýw j
is1, 2 0FrFw jG0
Ž .for all w G 0. For all t, 0 F t F w, we thus have 0 F f s, t F M fori w
Ž . Ž .i s 1, 2. Suppose now that, for any v G 0, f s, v s f s, v for all s, as is1 2
certainly the case for v s 0. Let
< <d s sup sup f s, t y f s, t F M - `.Ž . Ž .v w 1 2 w
vFtFw s)0
Ž .Then, from 3.5 , for v F t F w,
< <f s, t y f s, tŽ . Ž .1 2
t
F l f ylog c s u , u y f ylog c s u , u duŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .H 1 s , t 2 s , t
v
F l t y v d F l w y v d ,Ž . Ž .v w v w
Ž .from which it follows that d F l w y v d , implying in turn that d s 0v w v w v w
for w - v q 1rl. Iterating this procedure, starting with v s 0 and continuing
Ž . Ž .in steps of 1r2l, shows that f s, t s f s, t for all s ) 0 and t G 0, which1 2
completes the proof of the lemma. I
Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4 comprise the proof of Theorem 2.3. I
PROOF OF THEOREM 2.1. For all j G 1 and x g R` , define the functionsq
a x s j q 1 m x y jm x q l x p ,Ž . Ž . Ýj jq1 j l l j
lG1
b x s j q 1 m x q jm x q l x p ,Ž . Ž . Ýj jq1 j l l j
lG1
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and the random processes
tM M M MU t s x t y x 0 y a x u du,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Hj j j j
0
1 t2M M MV t s U t y b x u du,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Hj j jM 0
M Ž . y1 ŽM .Ž . M  M Ž . 4where x t s M X t . Further, let G denote s x s , 0 F s F t .t
M Ž . M Ž . MLEMMA 3.5. The processes U t and V t are G -martingales.j j t
PROOF. It is enough to modify the arguments in Hamza and Klebaner
Ž .1995 , Theorem 2 and Corollary 3, replacing their Condition C with the
bound
< <a x F b x F 2 l k m j q 1 x ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ýj j l
lG1
whenever it is used, and observing that, for any T ) 0,
3.6 E sup x M t F elT .Ž . Ž .Ý l½ 5
0FtFT lG1
ŽM .Ž .The latter is true, because Ý X t only increases at an infection, andjG1 j
infections occur at a total rate of lÝ Ý X ŽM .p F lÝ X ŽM .; thus, byjG1 k G1 j jk jG1 j
Ž .comparison with a pure birth process with per capita birth rate l, 3.6
follows. I
 M 4 w xLEMMA 3.6. For each j, the sequence x is tight in D 0, T and anyj M G1
w xweak limit belongs to C 0, T .
Ž .PROOF. We apply Billingsley 1968 , Theorem 15.5, for which we need
only to check that, given any « , h ) 0, we can find d , M ) 0 such that, for all0
M G M ,0
M M< <3.7 P sup x t y x s ) « - h .Ž . Ž . Ž .j j
0Fs-tFT ; tys-d
From the definition of U M, it follows thatj
< M M <x t y x sŽ . Ž .j j
tM M M< < < <F U t y U s q a x u duŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Hj j j
s3.8Ž .
tM M M< <F U t y U s q l k m 2 j q 1 x u du.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ÝHj j l
s lG1
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Now by the Doob]Kolmogorov inequality for martingales, for s arbitrary but
fixed,
«
M M< <P sup U t y U s GŽ . Ž .j j 6s-tFsqd
36 2M MF E U s q d y U sŽ . Ž .Ž .j j2«
36 sqd Ms E b x u duŽ .Ž .H j2« M s
36 sqd MF E l k m 2 j q 1 x u duŽ . Ž . Ž .ÝH l2« M s lG1
3.9Ž .
72 j q 1 l k mŽ . Ž . sqd Ms E x u duŽ .ÝH l2« M s lG1
72 j q 1 l k m d elTŽ . Ž .
F ,2« M
Ž . Ž .where the last inequality follows from 3.6 . For the second term in 3.8 ,
comparison with the pure birth process with rate l immediately gives an
w xestimate which is uniform in s g 0, T :
«t MP sup l k m 2 j q 1 x u du GŽ . Ž . Ž .ÝH l 2s0Fs-tFT ; tysFd lG13.10Ž .
4d j q 1 l k m elTŽ . Ž .
F .
«
Ž .Ž . lTHence, given « , h ) 0, pick d so small that 4d j q 1 l k m e - «hr2
Ž .with d s Trr for some integer r, so that the estimate in 3.10 is at most
hr2. We then choose M so large that, for all M G M ,0 0
72 j q 1 l k m elT - « 2Mhr2T ,Ž . Ž .
Ž .so that, from 3.9 ,
hd
MP A -s 2T
w x M  < M Ž . M Ž . <for any s g 0, T and M G M , where A [ sup U t y U s G0 s s- t F sqd j j
4«r6 . With these choices, we have
«
M M< <P sup U t y U s )Ž . Ž .j j 20Fs-tFT ; tys-d
ry1 ry1 rhd h
M MF P A F P A F sD Ýid id 2T 2is0 is0
Ž .for all M G M . This completes the proof of 3.7 . I0
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LEMMA 3.7. Given any infinite subsequence N of N, there exists a subse-1
M `w xquence N ; N such that x converges weakly in D 0, T along N . We2 1 2
U U Ž .denote the limit by x s x N .2
PROOF. It is enough by Prohorov’s theorem to show that the sequence x M
`w x w xis tight in D 0, T . Given « ) 0, let K be a compact set in D 0, T such thatj
w M x yjP x g K ) 1 y 2 « : such a K exists, by Lemma 3.6. Then K s Ł Kj j j jG1 j
`w x w M xis compact in D 0, T , and P x g K ) 1 y « . I
M U Ž . M U w xLEMMA 3.8. The condition x « x N implies that U « U in D 0, T2 j j
along N , for any j G 1. Here,2
tU U U UU s x t y x 0 y a x u du.Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Hj j j j
0
PROOF. The index N is suppressed throughout the proof. Define the2
functions
t
h x t s x t y x 0 y j q 1 m x u y jm x uŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Hj j jq1 j
0
ql x u p duŽ .Ý l l j
lG1
and, for any k ) 0,
t
h x t s x t y x 0 y j q 1 m x u y jm x uŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Hk j j jq1 j
0
ql x u n k p du.Ž .Ž .Ý l l j
lG1
`w x < Ž . < Ž . Ž .Then, if x g D 0, T satisfies sup Ý x t - `, both h x and h x0 F t F T jG1 j k
w x M Ž . Ž M .Ž . U Ž . Ž U .Ž .are elements of D 0, T , and U t s h x t and U t s h x t . Wej j
thus need to prove that
UM3.11 lim E f h x s E f h xŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .
Mª`
bŽ w x.for each f g C D 0, T .
Observe that, for any such f and any k ) 0, we have
UME f h x y E f h xŽ . Ž .Ž .Ž .
M MF E f h x y E f h xŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .k
3.12Ž .
UMq E f h x y E f h xŽ . Ž .Ž .Ž .k k
U Uq E f h x y E f h x .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .k
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Ž . Ž .For the first term in 3.12 , it follows from 3.6 that
M M M5 5E f h x y E f h x F 2 f P sup x t ) kŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ýk j
0FtFT jG1
5 5 lTF 2 f e rk .
< w Ž Ž U ..x w Ž Ž U ..x <A similar argument can be used for E f h x y E f h x , sincek
J
U UP sup x t ) k s lim P sup x t ) kŽ . Ž .Ý Ýj j
Jª`0FtFT 0FtFTjG1 js1
J
MF lim lim inf P sup x t ) kŽ .Ý j
Jª` Mª` 0FtFT js1
3.13Ž .
F elTrk ,
M U Ž .because x « x and from 3.6 . Finally, h is continuous at all points ofk
`w x w U `w xxC 0, T and P x g C 0, T s 1 in view of Lemmas 3.6 and 3.7; thus
Ž M . Ž U . < w Ž Ž M ..x w Ž Ž U ..x <h x « h x , and so the remaining term E f h x y E f h xk k k k
Ž .in 3.12 is small as M ª `. Because k was chosen arbitrarily, this proves
Ž .3.11 . I
M U Ž .LEMMA 3.9. The condition x « x N implies that2
M< <P sup U t ) « ª 0Ž .j
0FtFT
along N , for each j G 1 and « ) 0.2
PROOF. By the Doob]Kolmogorov inequality applied to U M and from thej
martingale property of V M, it follows thatj
1 2M M< <P sup U t ) « F E U TŽ . Ž .j j2«0FtFT
1 T MF E b x u duŽ .Ž .H j2M« 0
1 T
lTF 2 j q 1 l k m e duŽ . Ž .H2M« 0
2 j q 1 l k m TelTŽ . Ž .
s ,2M«
which converges to 0 as M ª `. I
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As a consequence of Lemma 3.9,
tU U UP x t s x 0 q a x u du for all 0 F t F T s 1Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Hj j j
0
U U Ž . U Ž . Ž . Ž0.for any weak limit x s x N . Thus x satisfies 2.3 with x 0 s x , as2
Ž .required. By Theorem 2.3, there is only one solution of 2.3 that satisfies
U Ž .Condition C. It thus simply remains to be shown that any x N satisfies2
Ž .Condition C; but this follows from 3.13 . This completes the proof of Theorem
2.1. I
Ž .  Ž . < Ž . 4PROOF OF THEOREM 2.2. Let m t s E X t X 0 s e , where e denotesi j j i i
the ith coordinate vector in R`, and note that
j t s x Ž0.m t .Ž . Ž .Ýj i i j
iG1
Ž .By the comparison with a pure birth process in 3.6 , we have
0 F m t F elt - `Ž .Ý i j
jG1
Ž . ltfor all i G 1 and t G 0. Thus Ý j t F e - ` for all t also, and ConditionjG1 j
C is satisfied.
By the Markov property, since
<E X t q h G s X t m h ,Ž . Ž . Ž . 4 Ýj t i i j
iG1
Ž Ž . .where G denotes s X s , 0 F s F t and h ) 0, it follows thatt
hy1 j t q h y j tŽ . Ž . 4j j
s j t hy1 m h q j t hy1 m h y 1 .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý i i j j j j
i/j
3.14Ž .
Using the branching structure of X and conditioning on the time and
outcome of the first transition, we then have
m h s d eyŽ lqim .hŽ .i j i j
h yŽ lqim .uq e imm h y uŽ .H iy1, j½
0
ql p m h y u q m h y u du,Ž . Ž . 4Ý i l l j i j 5
lG0
Ž .with m t taken to be 0 for all t, so that0 j
eŽlqim .hm hŽ .i j
h Žlqim .vs d q e imm v q lm v q l p m v dv ;Ž . Ž . Ž .ÝHi j iy1, j i j i l l j½ 5
0 lG0
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hence each m is differentiable, andi j
3.15 m 0 s d , m 0 s imd y imd q l p .Ž . Ž . Ž .˙i j i j i j i , jq1 i j i j
Again by comparison with the pure birth process, we have
0 F hy1 m h F hy1 elh y 1 F lel in h F 1,Ž . Ž .i j
Ž .uniformly for all i / j, and hence, since Ý j t - `, dominated conver-jG1 j
Ž .gence as h ª 0 in 3.14 shows that
j˙ t s j t imd q l p q j t yjm q l p , 4  4Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýj i i , jq1 i j j j j
i/j
Ž . Ž . Ž0.so that j satisfies 2.3 with j 0 s x . I
PROOF OF THEOREM 2.5. Observe that S ) 0 for all i G 2. If p qi, iy1 11
p s 1, it follows, in addition, that S s 0 for all j ) i, and hence that state10 i j
1 is absorbing and that Y eventually reaches it. On the other hand, irre-
ducibility under the condition p q p - 1 is immediate, because then, for11 10
any i, there is a j ) i with S ) 0.i j
For the remainder of the proof, we therefore have p q p - 1. We argue11 10
Ž . Ž .using the criteria of Foster 1953 and Tweedie 1975, 1976 throughout.
We begin by showing that Y is positive recurrent if and only if R log u - 1.0
If R log u - 1, we verify the conditions for positive recurrence given in0
Ž . Ž .Tweedie 1975 , Theorem 2.3 i , for which it is sufficient to show that
1 Ž .Ý S log j is finite for all i and bounded above by y m y lu log u - 0jG1 i j 2
for all i sufficiently large. Now
S log j s m i y 1 log i y 1 y log i q liy1 jp log j y lu log iŽ . Ž .Ž .Ý Ýi j i j
jG1 jG1
F ymiy1 i y 1 q lu log iu q s 2ru y lu log iŽ . Ž .
Ž .by Jensen’s inequality applied to the distribution with probabilities jp r iu ,i j
Ž . Ž .j G 1, with the function log x; for i s 1, define i y 1 log i y 1 s 0. Hence
S log j F lu log u y m q iy1 m q ls 2ru ,Ž .Ý i j
jG1
and the result follows.
If R log u G 1, we use instead a theorem for continuous-time pure-jump0
Ž . Ž .Markov processes which is analogous to Tweedie 1976 , Theorem 9.1 ii ; to
prove that Y is null recurrent or transient, it is enough to check that
3.16 S log j ) lu log u y m G 0Ž . Ý i j
jG1
and
< < 2 23.17 S log j y log i F m q l u q s q 1 - `Ž . Ž .Ý i j
jG1
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for all i G 1, while observing that inf S ) 0; the latter follows fromiG1 i
inf S G min l u y p , m q l u y sup p ,Ž .i 11 i iž /½ 5
iG1 iG2
because u s iy1Ý jp G p for all i and p - u if p q p - 1. A proofjG1 i j i i 11 11 10
of the theorem is given in the Appendix.
Ž .For 3.16 , use Jensen’s inequality applied to the distribution with proba-
bilities p , j G 0, and the function x log x, to givei j
S log j ) ym q lu log iu y log i s lu log u y mŽ .Ž .Ý i j
jG1
Ž . Ž .y1for any i G 2. Note that, for such i, log i y 1 y log i ) y i y 1 . In the
Ž .case i s 1, 3.16 is immediate.
Ž .For 3.17 , simply observe that
l j y i
< <S log j y log i F m q jp q p i y jŽ .Ý Ý Ýi j i j i jž /i ijG1 j)i j-i
y1 y1 2 2 2F m q li i i u q is q i .Ž .
We now show that Y is recurrent if R log u s 1. To do this, apply Theorem0
Ž . Ž .1r23.3 of Tweedie 1975 , showing that Ý S log j F 0 for all i sufficientlyjG1 i j
Ž .1r2 Ž .1r2large. This is equivalent to Ý P log j F log i for P the ‘‘jump’’jG1 i j
Ž .matrix defined by P s 1 y d S rS . The argument follows from the twoi j i j i j i
estimates
1r2 1r2
m i y 1 log i y 1 y log iŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . 4
y1r2 y1r21 y1F y m log i q O i log i ,Ž . Ž .Ž .2
and, using Jensen’s inequality,
1r2 1r2y1li jp log j y lu log iŽ . Ž .Ý i j
jG1
1r22s 1r2F lu log iu q y log iŽ .ž /½ 5ž /u
1r2y1log u q O iŽ .1r2s lu log i 1 q y 1Ž .
log iž /
1r2log u1r2 y1F lu log i 1 q y 1 q O i log iŽ . Ž .Ž .½ 5ž /log i
2 y3r21 lu log u log uŽ .y1r2F lu logu log i y 1 qŽ . 3r2 ž /2 8 log ilog iŽ .
y1r2y1q O i log i .Ž .Ž .
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Finally, to show that Y is transient if R log u ) 1, apply Theorem 6 of Foster0
Ž .1953 , by showing that there is an a , 0 - a - 1, such that
S jya F 0 for all i .Ý i j
jG1
In fact, by Jensen’s inequality,
1ya 1yaya 1ya y1 yaS j F m i y 1 y i q li iu y lu y m iŽ . Ž . Ž . 4Ý i j
jG1
F iya lu 1ya y m 1 y a y lu y m ,Ž . Ž . 4Ž .
and so an a with the required properties exists provided that the function
Ž . x Ž . Ž .f x s lu y m x satisfies f 1 ) min f x . However, if R log u ) 1,0 F x F1 0
XŽ . xf x s lu log u y m ) 0 for x near 1 and so this is indeed the case. I
PROOF OF THEOREM 2.6. Since Theorem 2.5 is enough when R log u - 1,0
we concentrate on the case R log u ) 1; the case R log u s 1 can then be0 0
dealt with, using the monotonicity in l.
As in the proof of Theorem 2.5, for any 0 F a F 1,
S jya F iya c ,Ý i j a
jG1
with
c s lu 1ya y m 1 y a y lu y m .Ž . Ž .Ž .a
If R log u ) 1, c - 0 for a near 0, taking its minimum at0 a
m u
1 y log log u s 1 y log log u ) 0ž / ž /l log u R log u0
if R log u F u , and at 1 if R log u ) u . So, for 1 - R log u , Ý S jya F0 0 0 jG1 i j
ydiya , with
u
a s 1 y log log už /R log u0
and
m
d s R log u y 1 y log R log uŽ .Ž .0 0log u
Ž .if 1 - R log u F u and with a s 1 and d s l u y 1 y m if R log u G u .0 0
Applying Lemma 3.2, it thus follows that, for each l G 1 and for all t G 0,
ya yay1dt dt yae E Y t F e E Y t F E Y 0 s l .Ž . Ž . Ž . 4  4 4l l l
Ž .Thus, from 3.1 ,
y1Ž0. Žluym .tx t s lx E Y t eŽ . Ž . 4Ý Ýj l lž /
jG1 lG1
F j1ya x Ž0.eŽluymyd .t ,Ý j
jG1
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and hence, for R log u ) 1,0
3.18 lim sup ty1 log x t F lu y m y d s c l, m , u ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý j
tª` jG1
since now, by assumption, Ý jx Ž0. - `.jG1 j
For the reverse inequality, the argument is more delicate. For any K ) e,
Ž . ya K Ž j.we define g j s j forK
0, for 1 F j F K ,¡
2~ log log Ka j sŽ .K 1 y , for j ) K ,¢ž /log log j
and show that
3.19 S g j G y d q « K g i ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý i j K K
jG1
Ž . ŽŽ .y1r2 .where « K s O log log K and d is as above. From Lemma 3.2, it then
follows that
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..ya Y t ya Y 0yŽdq« ŽK .. tK KE Y t G e E Y 0Ž . Ž . 4  4l l
s eyŽ dq« ŽK .. tlya K Ž l . .
1ya K Ž x . Ž .Now, for a so defined, sup x s C K - `, and henceK x G1
y1 yŽdq« ŽK .. t ya Ž l .KC K E Y t G e lŽ . Ž . 4l
Ž .also. Hence, from 3.1 ,
lim inf ty1 log x t G lu y m y d y « KŽ . Ž .Ý j
tª` jG13.20Ž .
s c l, m , u y « K ,Ž . Ž .
Ž .and since, by the choice of K, « K can be made arbitrarily small, the
theorem follows.
Ž .It remains to prove 3.19 . Suppressing the index K from now on, we note
that
S g j s m i y 1 g i y 1 y g iŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý i j
jG1
1
q lu jp g j y g i .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý i jiu jG1
3.21Ž .
Now, for i G 2,
g i y 1 y g iŽ . Ž . Ž .ya iy1a Ž i.s i i y 1 y 1Ž .
g iŽ .
Ž .ya i Ž . Ž .a i ya iy1y1s 1 y i i y 1 y 1Ž . Ž .
3.22Ž .
G 1 q iy1a i y 1 s iy1a i .Ž . Ž .
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Then, for any j - i,
Ž .a ia Ž i.g j i iŽ .
s G ,
a Ž j. ž /g i jjŽ .
whereas, for j ) i,
Ž .a ig j iŽ .
s exp log j a i y a j 4Ž . Ž .Ž .ž /g i jŽ .
Ž .a ii y4 j y i log jŽ .
G exp ½ 5ž /j K log K k i log i log log KŽ . Ž .Ž .
Ž .a ii y8 j y iŽ .
G exp ½ 5ž /j K k i log log KŽ .
Ž .2if also j F K k i . Thus, for all j,
Ž .a ig j iŽ . y1r2
2G y 1 y 8 log log KŽ . j) ŽK k i. 4ž /3.23 g i jŽ . Ž .
y 1 1r2 , j) ŽK k i.Ž log log K . 4
and hence, using the Jensen and Markov inequalities and the fact that
Ž .0 F a j F 1, it follows that
Ž .a i 21 jp g j i iu q s ruŽ .i j G yÝ 2 2ž /iu g i iu q s ruŽ . K k iŽ .jG1
3.24Ž .
8 iu q s 2ru
y y .' 'log log k K k i log log kŽ .
Ž . Ž . Ž .Combining 3.22 and 3.24 and recalling that a i s 0 for i F K, we thus
find that, for all i G 1,
1
S g jŽ .Ý i jg iŽ . jG1
G ma i q lu 1ya Ž i. y lu y miy1a iŽ . Ž .
Ž .ya i2 2¡ s sy1ya Ž i.~y lu u 1 y 1 q q K k i u 1 qŽ .2 2ž / ž /¢ iu iu
2 2 ¦8 u 1 q s riuŽ .¥q q §' 'log log K log log K
s c y h i , K ,Ž .a Ž i.
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< Ž . < ŽŽ .y1r2 .where h i, K s O log log K uniformly in i. Hence, for all i G 1,
1
S g j G y d q « K ,Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý i jg iŽ . jG1
Ž . < Ž . < ŽŽ .y1r2 .where « K s sup h i, K s O log log K , as required. IiG1
ˆPROOF OF THEOREM 2.8. The proofs of the recurrence properties of Y are
discrete-time analogs of those used for Theorem 2.5, so we only mention the
ˆessential steps. To prove that Y is positive recurrent if u - e, use Tweedie
Ž . Ž .1976 , Theorem 9.1 i , showing that
L log j F log i q log u y 1 q « ,Ž .Ý i j i
jG1
ˆwhere lim « s 0. Then Y is null recurrent or transient when u G e fromiª` i
Ž . Ž .Tweedie 1976 , Theorem 9.1 ii , because
L log j G log i q log u y 1 G log i ,Ž .Ý i j
jG1
ˆ< <and because Ý L log j y log i is uniformly bounded in i. That Y isjG1 i j
Ž .recurrent if u s e follows, as for Y when R log u s 1, from Tweedie 1975 ,0
Ž .1r2 Ž .1r2Theorem 3.3, since Ý L log j F log i for all i large enough, here,jG1 i j
we use Jensen’s inequality to show that
1r22i s1r2 y1L log j F i log lu q ,Ž .Ý Ýi j ½ 5ž /ujG1 ls1
and then calculate that
1r22i is 1r2 1r2y1 y1 y1i log lu q s i log lu q O i log i 4Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý Ý½ 5ž /uls1 ls1
1 iu 1r2 1r2y1s log x dx q O i log iŽ . Ž .Ž .Hiu 1
11r2 1r2y1F log i y q O i log iŽ . Ž .Ž .3r28 2 log iŽ .
ˆ Ž .for u s e. That Y is transient if u ) e follows from Foster 1953 , Theorem 6,
since
L jya F iyaÝ i j
jG1
Ž . a Ž .for all i, if a g 0, 1 is such that u 1 y a ) 1; for u ) e, any a ) 0 which is
small enough does the trick.
ˆTo determine the asymptotic growth rate of Y, the arguments are much as
ˆfor Theorem 2.6. If u - e, Y is positive recurrent, and the growth rate follows
Ž .using 2.18 . For u ) e, it follows easily that
L jya F iya c ,Ý i j a
jG1
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w a Ž .xy1where c s u 1 y a has a minimum value of e log uru , attained whena
yn yˆa1 ) a s 1 y 1rlog u ) 0. Let a henceforth denote this value. Since c Ya n
is a supermartingale, it follows that
yn yˆ1 ˆ yn yˆa ˆ< <c E Y Y s l F c E Y Y s l½ 5 ½ 5a n 0 a n 0
yˆa ˆ ya<F E Y Y s l s l ,½ 50 0
Ž .and thence, from 2.18 , that
1rn 1rn
Žn. Ž0. nlim sup x s lim sup x TÝ Ý Ýj i i j½ 5 ½ 5
nª` nª`jG1 jG1 iG1
F R c s le log urm.0 a
Ž . ya K Ž j. Ž .For the reverse inequality, we consider g j s j , with a j asK K
defined in the proof of Theorem 2.6, showing that
3.25 L g j G c y h K g iŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý i j K a K
jG1
Ž . ŽŽ .y1r2 .for all i G 1, where h K s O log log K and a s 1 y 1rlog u . It fol-
Ž . Ž .lows from 3.25 , much as in the argument preceding 3.20 , that
nˆ ˆya ŽY . ya ŽY .K n K 0ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ< <E Y Y s l G c y h K E Y Y s lŽ .½ 5 ½ 5n 0 a 0 0
n ya Ž l .Ks c y h K l .Ž .a
Since also
ˆ ˆya ŽY . y1 1ya ŽY .K n K nˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ< <E Y Y s l s E Y Y Y s l½ 5 ½ 5n 0 n n 0
yˆ1 ˆ<F C K E Y Y s l ,Ž . ½ 5n 0
Ž . 1ya K Ž x .where C K s sup x as before, we then havex G1
nŽ0. n n Ž0. 1ya Ž i.Kx T G R x i c y h K rC K ,Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Ýi i j 0 i a
jG1 iG1 iG1
and hence that
1rn 1rn
Žn. Ž0. nlim inf x s lim inf x TÝ Ý Ýj i i j½ 5 ½ 5
nª` nª`jG1 jG1 iG1
G R c s le log urm.0 a
Ž .It thus remains to prove 3.25 ; we suppress the index K from now on.
Ž .Using 3.23 and the Jensen and Markov inequalities, we find, analogously to
Ž .3.24 , that
Ž .ya i2 2i iL g j s lu q s ruŽ .i j a Ž i.y1 y1G i lu q y iÝ Ý Ý 2ž /g i uŽ . K k iŽ .jG1 ls1 ls1
i 28 lu q s ru
y1y y i .Ý' 'log log K K k i log log KŽ .ls1
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Ž .y1r2The last three terms in the lower bound are uniformly of order log log K ,
so that only the first need be considered further: call it U . Then, for i F K,i
Ž .we have a i s 0, and thus U s 1 ) c . We also havei a
a Ž i.y1 ii 1 1ya Ž i. ya Ž i.U G l G y dy.Ý Hi 2 2u q s ru u q s ru 1rils1
If we pick an aU such that H1 yya
U
dy ) u q s 2ru , and then iU such that0
H U1 yya
U
dy G u q s 2ru , it follows that U G 1 ) c for all i so large that1r i i a
Ž . U U Ž . Ua i G a and i G i ; for K chosen large enough, a i G a already implies
U Ž . Uthat i G i , so that, then, U G 1 ) c whenever a i G a . Finally, if i ) Ki a
Ž . Uand a i F a ,
Ž .ya ia Ž i.y1 a Ž i.y1 2i ii i s
ya Ž i. ya Ž i.U s l y l 1 y 1 qÝ Ýi a Ž i. a Ž i. 2ž /½ 5u u luls1 ls1
ia Ž i.y1 i y1r2ya Ž i.G x dx y O log log KŽ .Ž .Ha Ž i.u 1
y1r2s c y O log log K ,Ž .Ž .a Ž i.
where the errors are uniform in the stated range, and c G c . Ia Ž i. a
Ž .PROOF OF THEOREM 2.9. To analyze the process Y, Z , let
Y Ž t . ZŽ t . <x i , t s x i , t s E y z Y 0 s i , Z 0 s 0 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .y , z
for 0 F y, z F 1. Then, conditioning on the time and outcome of the first
transition, we have
tix i , t s exp y i y 1 m q lu t y q exp y i y 1 m q lu u 4  4Ž . Ž . Ž .H
0
=
l
i y 1 mx i y 1, t y u q jp zx j, t y u du.Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý i j½ 5ijG1
Changing variable to v s t y u in the integral, multiplying both sides by
wŽ . x 4exp i y 1 m q lu t and differentiating gives
­x
i , t q i y 1 m q lu x i , tŽ . Ž . Ž .
­ t
s i y 1 mx i y 1, t q iy1lzjp x j, t .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý i j
jG1
Ž . Ž . ylu tŽ zy1.Rewriting in terms of c t s x i, t e , we thus obtaini
­c lzi q i y 1 m q lzu c s i y 1 mc q jp c ,Ž . Ž . Ýi iy1 i j j­ t ijG1
the equation for the generating function of the process Y, when the infection
rate is lz instead of l. I
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APPENDIX
Let X be the minimal pure-jump Markov process associated with an irre-
ducible N = N intensity matrix Q for which inf q ) 0, where, as usual,i i
q s yq s Ý q . Suppose that there exists a function g: N ª R whichi i i j/ i i j q
satisfies:
Ž . Ž . Ž .i Qg s q g j G 0 for all i ) i ,Ýi i j 0
j
Ž . Ž . < Ž . Ž . <ii U i s q g j y g i F b for all i G 1,Ý i j
j
Ž . Ž . Ž .iii max g i - inf g i
iFi i)i0 0
for some i G 1, b - `. Then X is either null recurrent or transient.0
Ž . Ž .PROOF. a Without loss of generality, we may take g to satisfy i for all i,
Ž .and to be such that Qg ) 0 for at least one j .j 00
XŽ . Ž . Ž . XIf not, define g j s g j k max g l ; g then has the required proper-lF i0
Ž .ties. For i , if i F i , we have0
QgX s q gX j y min gX l G 0,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýi ž /i j
lj/i
Ž X. Ž . Ž .whereas, for i ) i , we have Qg G Qg G 0; ii is immediate, since0 i i
< XŽ . XŽ . < < Ž . Ž . <g j y g i F g j y g i for all i, j; and, if j F i , we have0
QgX s q g l y max g i ,Ž . Ž . Ž .j Ý jl ž /
iFi0l)i0
where all terms of the sum with q ) 0 are positive and the rest are 0, sojl
that the sum is positive for any j for which q ) 0 for some l ) i , and onejl 0
such j at least must exist, because Q is irreducible.
From now on, we assume if possible that X is positive recurrent.
Ž .b Let T denote the time at which j is first reached. Then E T G0 0 i 0
y1 < Ž . Ž . <b g i y g j .0
Ž . Ž .Let t s 0 and t , j G 1 denote the jump times of X, write x s X t and0 j j j
set
n
< <M s 0, M s g x y g x y t y t U x .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . 4Ý0 n j jy1 j jy1 jy1
js1
< < y1Then E M F 2nb sup q - `, and a simple calculation now shows thatn i i
Ž . Ž .M , n G 0 is a martingale with respect to the s-fields S s s x , t ,n n j j
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40 F j F n . Hence, if N - ` denotes the index of the jump at which j is first0 0
Ž .reached, it follows that E M s 0 for any n G 0 and any i, so thati n n N0
N0
< < < <w x w xg i y g j P N F n F E g x y g x I N F nŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý0 0 i j jy1 0½ 5
js1
nnN0
F E t y t U xŽ . Ž .Ýi j jy1 jy1½ 5
js1
F b E t n T F b E TŽ .i n 0 i 0
Ž .for any n G 0, from which claim b follows.
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž . tŽ .c For all t, E g X t y g i s E H Qg du.i i 0 X Žu.
Ž .This follows from Hamza and Klebaner 1995 , Theorem 2, and the remark
following it.
Ž t .  Ž . 4 Ž t .Let T s inf s G t: X s s j , and set e s E T y t.0 0 t j 00
Ž . y1d lim sup t e s 0.t ª` t
We use a last entrance renewal formula to write
t
e s h t q h t y u dm u ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ht
0
where m is the renewal function corresponding to the distribution function F
˜of the time T of the first return to j when starting form j , and0 0 0
˜ ˜ ˜ ˜h t s E T y t I T ) t F E T I T ) t .Ž . Ž .½ 5 ž /j 0 0 j 0 00 0
U Ž . Ž .Note that h t s sup h s ª 0 as t ª ` if X is taken to be positive.sG t
Hence, in particular, we have
e F h t q m t y s hU s q m t y m t y s hU 0 ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .t
so that, letting s ) 0 be fixed but arbitrary, it follows that
lim sup ty1e F my1 hU s ,Ž .t
tª`
` Ž . Ž .where m s H u dF u , proving d .0
Ž . y1e lim inf t e ) 0, the desired contradiction.t ª` t
Ž . Ž .From b and c , we have
Ž t . < y1 < <e s E E T y t X t G b E g X t y g jŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . 4Ž .t j 0 j 00 0
y1 < < y1G b E g X t y g j G b Qg E H j ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . jj 0 j t 000 0
where
t
H j s I X s s j ds.Ž . Ž .Ht 0 0
0
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Ž . y1 Ž .However, Qg ) 0 and lim t E H j exists and is positive if X isj t ª` j t 00 0
positive, proving the contradiction. I
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